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NEWS OF THE FIRM
We are pleased to announce that
Bradley J. Martin has joined the firm.
Brad is a paralegal and he will provide
support primarily in our litigation practice area. Brad also has experience
assisting attorneys in the estate planning,
estate administration, guardianship and
conservatorship areas. Welcome Brad!
CLE in Colorado, Inc. has published
the Fourth Edition of Gifts to Minors in
PDF form available on the CLE website.
Laurie Hunter is the author of this book
that was originally written in 2007. It
reviews different alternatives for making
transfers to minors, either in lifetime gifts
or at death. This Fourth Edition revises
federal tax rates, forms and exemptions
as necessary, especially with respect to
the increase in the federal gift, estate and
generation-skipping transfer tax exemption, and the changes to income tax rules
applicable to minors and trusts in the 2017
Tax Act, as well as changes to retirement
accounts payable to minors or trusts for
their benefit under the SECURE Act that
took effect January 1, 2020. Examples of
trust agreements are included, as well
as a filled-in form 709. Material was
added to the trust forms concerning
the Colorado Uniform Trust Code

that became effective January 1, 2019.
Finally, updated information is included
from CollegeInvest about Colorado’s
529 plans, and the federal financial
aid worksheets.
In addition, Jim Wade has updated his
book, the Colorado Probate System,
by preparing a Seventh Edition. This
is a how to do it book which provides
detailed information regarding the
administration of decedent’s estates in
Colorado and also protective proceedings. He first conceived the idea of
such a publication in the mid-70s just
prior to the adoption of the Uniform
Probate Code in Colorado. Under the
Code there are choices in the method
of opening estates, the extent of court
supervision, and in closing estates.
The Colorado Probate System guides
the practitioner. It contains general
instructions regarding maintaining an
estate administration practice together
with specific instructions regarding the
handling of particular assets and procedures. The materials contain a master
information list, a master checklist, and
specific checklists regarding the opening
and closing of estates depending upon
the option selected. The book contains
worksheets, standard forms of letters,
and copies of the basic court and tax
forms, all keyed to a master information list. The format has been adopted
(with permission) in several other
Uniform Probate Code states. The book
has been widely utilized by Colorado
lawyers, paralegals, and fiduciaries since
its first publication. It complements
Mr. Wade’s academic treatise, Wade/
Parks, Colorado Law of Wills, Trusts, and
Fiduciary Administration.

We also congratulate James Wade, Herb
Tucker, Laurie Hunter, Kevin Millard
and Robert Horen, who were once again
recognized by their peers as Colorado
Super Lawyers.

JUST ASK JIM
Dear Jim:
What with all of the distractions of
living through the Covid 19 pandemic I
have not focused on giving to others. Is
it too late? What should I be thinking?
Distracted
Dear Distracted:
Me too. Read on.
Jim

YEAR END
GIFTING - 2020
This has been an
unsettling
year,
both
politically
and medically. The
burden of the Covid
epidemic and the
economic aftermath
James Wade
have fallen unevenly
on various segments of our society –
those on account of age, from loss or
reduction of employment, compromised
health, and the like. The social and
economic fabric has been damaged. The
current needs cannot be wholly met by
government, and there are pressures
on families, friends, and charitable
organizations to take up the slack. For

those who are comfortable financially,
giving prior to year end may take on a
special significance.
The tax rules are helpful. For starters,
Colorado repealed both its inheritance
and gift taxes years ago. Federally, we
have an integrated transfer tax system
with generous exemptions. The federal
gift and estate taxes are integrated.
Each individual taxpayer has an
exemption from transfer tax presently
of $11,580,000 which is doubled for
married taxpayers. It may be utilized
during lifetime (in amounts in excess
of excluded gifts discussed below). The
exemption is portable between spouses,
that is, it may be utilized in the estate of
the surviving spouse to the extent that it
was not utilized at the first death.
The transfer tax law is generally designed
so that (subject to the exemptions and to
a complicated generation-skipping tax
which has its own exception similar to
the estate tax) family wealth is taxed once
each generation. Thus, transfers between
spouses (either during lifetime or at death)
are generally free of transfer tax while
transfers from taxpayers to their children
and grandchildren are generally taxable
(again, subject to the exemptions).
To be more specific:
1. Each taxpayer may make a gift to
any person (whether related or not)
of $15,000 per year without filing a
gift tax return.1 In addition, a spouse
may agree, on a gift tax return, to have
a spouse’s gift be treated as having
been made one-half by him or her.
This effectively increases the value
of a 2020 tax free gift to $30,000 per
donee. Note that this may, in effect,
be as much as doubled by making a
second set of gifts shortly after the first
of the year 2021.
2. In addition, unlimited gifts may be
made (without regard to the $15,000
annual exclusion) for the benefit of
any donee, again regardless of the

relationship, directly to an educational
institution for tuition and other
qualified expenses; and also unlimited
amounts paid directly to health
care providers to pay for traditional
medical services. It is not uncommon
for older generation family members
to make such a gift by paying directly
the medical insurance premiums of
younger generation family members.
3. There is also an unlimited deduction
from taxation for gifts to charities.
This is especially important during
this difficult present time. Charitable
organizations provide for a wide
range of support that helps victims
of natural disasters, economic
dislocation, illness, and the like. For
income tax purposes the enlarged
standard deduction has generally
replaced the itemized charitable
deduction, thus placing pressure on
charitable fund-raising at a difficult
time. For taxpayers over age 70-1/2,
however, there is an income tax
efficient method of charitable gifting.
One may deduct up to $100,000
of his or her IRA RMD (required
minimum distribution) to named
charities in specific amounts. This is
not technically a deduction but rather
an exclusion from otherwise taxable
retirement income.
Gifts to minors are important for
reasons such as building educational
funds and relieving parents of the sole
financial burden of child rearing. They
are a bit difficult since a minor child
does not generally have legal capacity to
receipt for and manage gifted property.
Three techniques have been developed
to facilitate gifts to minors:
1. Uniform Transfer to Minor’s Act
(UTMA). A gift may be made to a
“custodian” (trustee) under UTMA
for the benefit of a minor child.
Registration of the gift property in the
UTMA format activates a statutory
trust which allows the property to be
managed for the benefit of the minor
until he or she reaches age 21, at which
time the statutory trust is terminated

in favor of the minor outright. The
child’s social security number is
used, and the income earned on the
custodial account is taxed to the child.
This does not require lawyer drafting.
2. A variation is the so-called Section
2503(c) lawyer drafted trust. This
creates a separate taxpayer and may
provide a method for extending the
term of the trust beyond age 21.
3. Section 529 Plans (in Colorado
sponsored by CollegeInvest and
utilizing a mix of Vanguard mutual
funds) allow contributions to
accumulate, grow, and be distributed
tax-free for secondary school and
higher education. Their use is
common and does not require a
lawyer drafted document.
Regardless of what kind of gifting
techniques may be selected, attention
must be paid to the kind of assets utilized.
Cash gifts do not present a problem.
With gifts of securities, real estate and
the like, however, it has to be noted that
the donee takes over the donor’s income
tax basis. That means that, say with
regard to appreciated stock, the ultimate
capital gain burden is simply shifted
from the donor to the donee. Note that,
under present estate tax law, the income
tax basis of inherited assets get adjusted
to the date of death value (commonly
described as “stepped up basis”), thus
wiping out prior unrealized gains. Thus,
selection of higher income-tax-basis
assets may be more appropriate. Also,
it should be noted that, while generally
any kind of assets may be the subject of
gifting, it is not the case with Section 529
plans. In that case the donor is limited to
a range of mutual funds offered by the
plan sponsor.
The annual gift tax exclusion of $15,000 is scheduled
to remain the same in 2021. The estate tax exemption
is scheduled to increase (cost of living adjustment) to
$11,700,000 in 2021. This exemption, subject to possible
future legislation, is scheduled to be cut in half in 2026.
The federal transfer tax, where applicable in excess of the
exemptions and exclusions, is imposed at a flat rate of 40%.
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Gifts are sometimes made inadvertently
when one adds the name of another
to an asset owned by him or her. With
real estate, adding a name, such as a
joint tenant or tenant in common, is
a present gift of one-half of the value
and will require the filing of a gift tax
return. Creation of a joint bank account
or brokerage account, however, is not
a taxable gift until the added owner
withdraws from it. There are also a
number of sophisticated estate planning
techniques which involve moving
assets down a generation or two (that
is by gifting) at favorable or discounted
values (such as qualified personal
residence trusts (QPRTs), irrevocable
life insurance trusts (ILITs), charitable
remainder trusts (CRUTs), and grantor
retained annuity trusts (GRATs). These
are beyond the scope of this article.
Think carefully about your gifting
objectives prior to this 2020 year end
(and, of course, in the future as well).

CONFIDENTIALITY AND
ATTORNEY-CLIENT
PRIVILEGE AFTER
DEATH
Recently,
the
Colorado Supreme
Court in the case of
Rabin addressed the
nature and scope
of
confidentiality
and the attorneyHerb Tucker
client privilege after
the death of a client.
Ethical rules provide that the scope
of confidentiality is extremely broad,
encompassing information related to
the representation of a client, including
information that is subject to the
attorney-client privilege.
The attorney-client privilege applies in
judicial or other proceedings in which
a lawyer may be called as a witness or
otherwise required to produce evidence
concerning communications with a

client. For example, in a will contest,
the drafting attorney’s testimony and his
files may offer critical evidence of the
decedent’s intent.
In Rabin, the Colorado Supreme Court
for the first time addressed who holds the
privilege after death and how it may be
waived. The Supreme Court held that
the deceased client’s files belong to the
lawyer except for the documents having
intrinsic value or directly affecting
valuable rights such as securities,
negotiable instruments, deeds and Wills.
Historically, these type of documents
have been defined under the Ethical
rules as “client property”.
The Supreme Court held that after the
client’s death, attorney-client privilege
is held by the decedent and not the
Personal Representative. However, the
Court also recognized that by appointing
a Personal Representative, the decedent
impliedly waives the attorney-client
privilege and the duty of confidentiality
as “necessary for the administration of
the estate”.
Often the principles of attorney-client
privilege and confidentiality conflict
with the Personal Representative’s rights
and obligations to defend the decedent’s Will and properly administer the
decedent’s estate. In Rabin, the Personal
Representative claimed that the decedent’s files were the decedent’s property
and since the Personal Representative
succeeds to the rights and obligations
of the estate, effectively stepping into
the shoes of the decedent, the Personal
Representative could waive the attorneyclient privilege and confidentiality.
The Colorado Court of Appeals agreed
with the Personal Representative’s position relying on a specific Colorado
Probate Code statute that directs that
the client’s property be distributed to
the Personal Representative and that
the Personal Representative has a duty
to take possession of such property. The

Supreme Court, however, disagreed
with the Court of Appeals holding
that the client remains the holder of
attorney-client privilege even after
death. However, the Supreme Court
also recognized that the decedent, by
nominating a Personal Representative
who may need access to privileged
information to effectively administer
the estate, impliedly waives any claim
of attorney-client privilege. As to
the duty of confidentiality, the Court
similarly noted an implied waiver, but
also limited that waiver to authorization
only necessary for the disclosure of the
confidential information.
[A] decedent’s former attorney
may provide the personal representative
with
confidential
information necessary to settle
the estate unless the decedent has
expressly indicated otherwise. But
the attorney cannot provide a
decedent’s complete legal files to the
personal representative unless the
decedent gave informed consent for
such broad disclosure in the will or
elsewhere.
Estate planning attorneys in their
engagement
letter
with
their
clients should address the need to
release privileged and confidential
information to properly administer
the estate. The client may then give
his nominee Personal Representative
access to the client files after his or her
death. The scope of the release should
not only include the release of information necessary to defend the client’s Will
but also the disclosure of documents
necessary to properly administer the
estate. For example, the client may
want to consent to the release of
privileged and confidential information to the Personal Representative
which may be necessary to defend
creditors claims, operate family owned
business entities, and calculate the
surviving spouse’s elective share of the
augmented estate.
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